
A Streetcar Named 
Desire

“To die, to sleep; 
And by a sleep, to say we end the Heart-ache,

and a thousand natural shocks the flesh is heir to? 
‘Tis a consummation devoutly to be wished.” 



the last round-up

• drama and tragedy

• elements of tragedy

• methods of dramatic representation

• Streetcar’s broad concerns and themes, and 
how they compare with Othello’s

• différance et la frisson

• exoticism



Tragedy

• “fear and pity” - Aristotelian tragedy

• Hegelian tragedy: integrity and selfhood at 
stake

• amor fati: the love of fate, acceptance of the 
inevitable

Well-educated and erudite, Williams does not 
mechanically follow a tragic schema, but rather 
ponders the nature of tragedy and offers us his 
own perspective



Classical tragedy
• Hamartia

• the ‘tragic flaw’: not necessarily a ‘character flaw’ - could also be a 
fault in judgement

• Streetcar could very much be read as a study of people trapped by 
their mistakes

• in this reading, Blanche is a threat to the stability of the Kowalskis 
because she is proactively seeking to reverse a mistake; Stanley 
requires that Stella be resigned to her own mistakes

• Peripeteia

• a reversal of fortunes: the ‘doom’ or downfall

• Anagnorisis

• ‘recognition’: “a change from ignorance to awareness of a bond of 
love or hate”

• does Blanche realise such a bond?



Hegel: tragedy and conflict
• modern characters not required to choose according to 

established ethical positions

• audience perception of Othello’s choice is simplified by 
dramatic irony; Streetcar has no such objectivity

• ultimately, the pathos of their decision-making is an 
expression of their subjective desires

• Othello claims a grand social prerogative (“Yet she must 
die, else she’ll betray more men.” 5. ii); 

• Stanley serves his own interest, although he still 
demonises the temptress (he won’t let Mitch “jump in... a 
school of sharks”)



Amor fati: ‘love of fate’
• Tragedy ultimately argues for reconciliation with 

the inevitable

• A very early/mid-20th C concept: 

• Nietzsche’s Apollonian and Dionysian 
perspectives

• Society’s need for order vs humanity’s need for 
indulgence and sensuality

• Freud’s Id/Ego/Supergo

• Id: the most basic impulses

• Ego: the rational mind



Drama and representation

• Every genre has modes of representation 
that are particularly suited to its form, 
structure, and method of consumption

• While drama makes use of the standard 
palette of techniques (symbolism et al), it 
delivers these techniques through a few 
main methods:

• staging

• action



Concerns of the paper

• “The Individual and Society”

• while conflict (ie outright rebellion) is 
certainly one of the foremost methods,

• the paper examines all relationships 
between the individual and their society;

• therefore we might also be examining:

• discrimination

• taboos

• identity etc



Themes of the text(s)
• The texts all approach the relationship between 

individual and society through different 
conceptual lenses or themes

• An idea of which themes overlap which texts will be 
necessary for comparison

• ie while homosexuality is represented as 
stigmatised in Streetcar, it isn’t mentioned at all in 
Othello;

• on the other hand, a more generalised look at 
societal taboos might provide grounds for 


